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New packages

Posted by Monk69bl - 16 Feb 2012 02:30
_____________________________________

Since there are the Shaptons, Chosera and possibly new Ceramic stones arriving that cover the entire
range from coarse to Super fine.

Is there a way to make different pro packages for example:

1. Diamond Package - Basic - Diamond only stones
2. Chosera Package - Pro 1 - Chosera only stones, possibly with 50/80 Diamond for re-profiling
3. Shapton Package - Pro 2 - Shapton only stones, possibly with 50/80 Diamond for re-profiling

From what I understand the different mediums sharpen the edge differently and would be nice if one
could choose a medium and work with those right from the start to end.
============================================================================

Re: New packages

Posted by wickededge - 26 Mar 2012 12:26
_____________________________________

mikeallen wrote:
First time poster and a 2 month guest.

I have used a tri-stone Norton for 50 years but WESharpner is the real deal.

I started with the standard kit and then I purchased the 800-1000 grit block.
Now I find myself getting caught up in knife sharpening and I am ready to move
up again.

So, if I could buy 1 block with replaceable grits that would be my next purchase and
based on your dialogue I get the feeling that maybe a consideration..
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Great forum.

Hi Mike,

Thanks for writing. Without giving away too much, there is something like that in the works. I'm really
excited about it, but I don't know how long it will take to get into production. From experience, at least
twice as long as double my initial estimate....
============================================================================

Re: New packages

Posted by ElPasoTom - 10 Apr 2012 19:29
_____________________________________

I wasn't really sure how to put it together myself... i really liked the progression shown with the Chosera
stones and would like to work with those from the get go. It wasn't available yet in that configuration so i
just got a pro I pkg, ceramics, and a full set of chosera..... there that should cover it.

Now to conceal the credit card bill from the wife:evil:
============================================================================
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